Simulated annealing optimization and experiments of a five-bar aerating mechanism for vertically aerating on salt-affected lands
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Abstract: Current agronomic improving treatments for soil salinization are faced with challenges of heavy workload, high cost, etc., which may seriously restrict agricultural productivity and sustainability on a large scale. Aerator has been applied to loosen soil and enhance soil permeability. In this research, aiming to realize vertically aerating, an aerator with a five-bar aerating mechanism was proposed to improve the aerating performance for saline-alkali land. The five-bar structure of aerating mechanism was designed based on analysis of the aerator on saline-alkali land. The kinematic model was established to describe the aerating process, and the key parameters of the aerating mechanism were obtained by satisfying the motion trajectory conditions. Subsequently, the related parameters were optimized by a simulated annealing method. Furthermore, numerical modeling was simulated to verify the perpendicularity performance after aerating head hitting into the soil. The simulation results indicated that the optimized five-bar aerating mechanism could decrease swinging extreme value by 24% compared with the initial parameters. Finally, the physical prototype of the aerator was tested in the field and performed as expected, producing <7 mm depth tolerances and <3.3° angle tolerances, which met the design requirement.
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1 Introduction

Soil salinization, a crucial process of soil degradation, has been a prominent problem in the ecological environment in the arid and semi-arid agricultural regions1,2. According to statistics, more than one billion hm² areas are suffering from salt-affected soils, which are widely distributed in over one hundred countries around the world3. At the same time, climate change and human activities will also exacerbate the occurrence of secondary salinization. So the reclamation, same as the prevention for salt-affected soils, has become an important research hotspot for social economization and sustainable agricultural development.

Overviewing previous studies, numerous theoretical and applied researches have been implemented to ameliorate saline-alkali soils for increasing fertility and stimulating crop performance4-6, such as chemical stabilization, soil replacement, and agronomic methods. For instance, Chemical amendment is a common approach to provide a source of Calcium (Ca²⁺) to substitute the exchangeable sodium (Na⁺) from the cation exchange complex, and then the replaced Na⁺ can be leached from the root zone through irrigation7. In laboratory settings, the salt tolerance gene was tested to inhibit damage, as the antiporter gene-mediated Na⁺ extrusion, and therefore enhanced salt tolerance8,9. Based on the gene experiment, the salt tolerance of crops such as rice (Oryza sativa L.), maize (Zea mays L.), and alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) were studied in field to increase the productivity in saline-alkali soils10,11,12.

Furthermore, the potential values of agronomic and engineering measures have generally been confirmed in salt-affected lands. In details, closed drainage was documented to heighten the irrigation leaching, and thereby reduced the accumulation of salt in top soil13. During soil preparation, plowing loosened top soil and decreased moisture evaporation by cutting the capillary14. Moreover, subsoiling was also an efficient cultivation method for sodic soil because it reduced soil bulk density and improved root development15. Recently, the application of organic amendments, e.g. manure, compost and crop straw, have been widely used as a better restoration strategy16-19. However, the sustainable reclamation for saline lands based on the above measures is facing a severe challenge because of the heavy workload and high cost, which may increase production cost and limit its use on large scales.

Soil macropores, continuous pores in more than 50 μm diameter, are considered as a primary pathway for water downward migration20. These pores mainly exist in the irregular structure such as intergranular pores, and root channels. Water tends to flow into macropores under saturated soil conditions21. Therefore, artificial macropores with fibrous fillings were created to enhance vertical infiltration22. Sand column experiments were introduced in coastal saline soil, which verified the positive impact on soil leaching and desalting23. Aeration, another type of artificial
macropore without filling materials, was applied as effective management for grass areas and had been tested to promote root development and soil environment\cite{24,25}. In order to apply aeration to saline-alkali soil reclamation, Zhang et al.\cite{26} designed a rear suspended passive aerator to loosen soil and enhance permeability. However, the five-bar aerating mechanism was less optimized because the verticality of aerated holes significantly affected the mechanical stability and subsequent farming practice. In this study, we focused on the parameter optimization of linkages. An aerator with five-bar aerating mechanism was developed, and the kinematic model was established to describe the aerating process. Parameters were derived to obtain a better perpendicularity condition by simulated annealing method, and computer simulation was carried out to evaluate the performance of optimized parameters. In addition, field experiments with a four-row aerating mechanism were conducted to verify the reasonability of the optimal linkages.

The objective of this study was to develop simulated annealing optimization for the five-bar aerating mechanism to improve vertical performance on salt-affected lands. This research can provide a theoretical reference for performance assessment and simulation analysis of aerating mechanism, as well as mechanism improvement for salt-affected soil.

2 Configuration and working principle

The configuration of the aerator was depicted in Figure 1. Note that the aerator was coupled to a tractor’s three-point suspension, which was composed of frame, transmission, aerating device, passive device, and depth wheel. In a process, two operations should be completed simultaneously to achieve vertically aerating, i.e., aerating the soil and offsetting the horizontal deviation between aerator and soil. Thus, aerating efficiency was improved. Meanwhile, the utilization of the mechanism and the aerating property were optimized.

The aerating device reciprocated up and down under the drive of rotating belt pulley, so as to realize continuous aerating. The passive device, constituted by support arm and spring, was an auxiliary unit to offset the horizontal deviation while aerating. Passive device worked in sequence as follows: when the aerating head was above the ground, the support arm maintained balance under the interaction of gravity and spring tension; when the perforating needle entered the soil, the horizontal resistance from soil pushed the aerating head to deflect support arm counterclockwise, the spring compressed while the tension increased during this process; after the aerating head was above the ground again, the horizontal resistance from soil disappeared, the compressed spring pushed the aerating head to deflect support arm clockwise to the initial position, the support arm maintained balance sequentially under the interaction of gravity and spring tension.

The aerating depth was firstly set as required by adjusting the depth wheel. When the tractor was working forward, the aerating device began to make holes circularly which was driven by the PTO of tractor (PTO drove the belt pulley to rotate). During the aerating process, the aerating device and passive device ran concertedly such that the operations of aerating soil and offsetting horizontal deviation were coordinated. Correspondingly, aerating device and passive device constituted the core mechanism, i.e., the aerating mechanism.

3 Kinematic model establishment

3.1 Motion principle of aerating mechanism

By considering the prescribed trajectory of the aerating head, the aerating mechanism was designed as a five-bar linkage. Assuming that each part of the mechanism was made of steel without elastic deformation, the gaps between rotations can be neglected\cite{27}. The original aerating mechanism was simplified as shown in Figure 2. Especially, the coordinate origin $B$ was established on the endpoint of the frame. In addition, the horizontal direction was set as the $x$-axis, and the $y$-axis represented the vertical direction. Furthermore, the whole unit moved horizontally at a uniform speed, and the direction was the reverse direction of the $x$-axis.

![Motion diagram of aerating mechanism with five-bar linkage](image)

The aerating mechanism with five-bar linkage consisted of a frame $AB$, crank $AC$, long rod $CE$, connecting rod $ED$, and support arm $BD$. The crank $AC$ was driven by belt transmission mechanism, thus the crank $AC$ could drive other bars. Furthermore, the aerating head $EP$ was consolidated linearly with long rod CE such that aerating head $EP$ could move up and down in a plane with the rods $CE, ED$, and $BD$. Thus the aerating head $EP$ driven by the five-bar aerating mechanism moved in a particular trajectory to ensure vertical aerating and perpendicularity rate of the boreholes. The related parameters were presented in Table 1.

3.2 Displacement analysis

The kinematic principle of five-bar aerating mechanism indicated that closed-loop equation was suitable for the kinematic chain established in $O-xy$. So the vector equation is established as Equation (1).

\[
BD = BC + CE + ED
\]

From the above results, Equations (2)-(5) are deduced as below.
Equation (2) describes the A-point displacement.
\[
\begin{align*}
  x_A &= x_0 + l_1 \cos \theta_1 \\
  y_A &= y_0 + l_1 \sin \theta_1
\end{align*}
\]
Equation (3) describes the C-point displacement.
\[
\begin{align*}
  x_C &= x_0 + l_3 \cos \theta_2 \\
  y_C &= y_0 + l_3 \sin \theta_2
\end{align*}
\]
The E-point displacement was expressed as Equation (4).
\[
\begin{align*}
  x_E &= x_C + l_5 \cos \theta_5 \\
  y_E &= y_C + l_5 \sin \theta_5
\end{align*}
\]
According to the closed-loop principle, the D-point displacement could be obtained as Equation (5).
\[
\begin{align*}
  x_D &= x_E + l_2 \cos \theta_1 - l_1 \cos \theta_3 \\
  y_D &= y_E + l_2 \sin \theta_1 - l_1 \sin \theta_3
\end{align*}
\]
Note that B-point was the coordinate origin, so \(x_B = y_B = 0\). In addition, as the power source of aerating mechanism, the crank AC rotated at a constant revolving speed \(w\), so the angular displacement of crank AC could be expressed as:
\[
\theta_2 = \theta_0 + wt
\]
where, \(\theta_0\) represents the initial angular displacement of crank AC, \(^{(\circ)}\).

After the aerating head hitting the soil, five-bar aerating mechanism was performed by the combinational operation of the aerating device, passive device and the soil. The soil kept the aerating head relatively motionless in the horizontal direction, and synchronously the passive device (support arm BD) rotated counterclockwise to offset the horizontal deviation between the aerator and soil. Let the forward speed of the aerator be \(v\), and the trajectory of E-point changed with time \(t\) could be expressed as Equation (7).
\[
\begin{align*}
  x_E &= x_C + l_5 \cos \theta_5 + vt \\
  y_E &= y_C + l_5 \sin \theta_5
\end{align*}
\]
The swing characteristic of aerating head EP (i.e. long rod CE) was an important factor affecting perpendicularity performance, because the excessive swing led to unreasonable vibration, and thereby reduced holes’ verticality. Let \(\eta\) be the angle between aerating head EP and the positive direction of x-axis, variable \(\eta\) can be expressed as Equation (8).
\[
\eta = \arccos \frac{x_E - x_0}{l_5}, \quad \eta \in (0^\circ, 180^\circ)
\]
During the aerating process, the aerating head EP swung left and right in the vertical direction, which meant that variable \(\eta\) values changed around 90\(^\circ\). Meanwhile, the variable \(\eta\) is closer to 90\(^\circ\), the better the verticality of aerated holes. In this study, we aimed to describe the verticality perforation of aerating by analyzing the changes of variable \(\eta\) and to establish the objective function around variable \(\eta\) to realize the optimal design of the five-bar aerating mechanism.

4.3 Constraints condition
In order to achieve aerating, the aerating mechanism in Figure 2 should satisfy the conditions that the bars CE and ED could not be aligned linearly (i.e., \(\angle CEC = 180^\circ\) and \(\angle CED = 360^\circ\)), and the bars ED and DB couldn’t be aligned linearly (i.e., \(\angle EDB = 180^\circ\) and \(\angle EDB = 360^\circ\)). Otherwise, there were dead-points that prevented the mechanism from further moving. That is to say, point C, E, and D should constitute a triangle, and point E, D, and B should constitute a triangle, so the length of CD meet the following condition:
\[
|l_C-l_D| \leq l_{CE} < l_C+l_D
\]
The length of EB meet the following condition:
\[
|l_C-l_D| \leq l_{CE} < l_C+l_D
\]
Therefore, the constraints condition for objective function were
The verticality of the aerated holes was an important index to evaluate aerating performance during the working process of the five-bar aerating mechanism. Thus, a numerical model was established to describe the perpendicularity performance after aerating head hitting into the soil, and the purpose of computer simulation was to analyze the dynamic characteristic of the variable η as affected by the optimized parameters and forward speed.

Figure 3 compared the characteristic curve of variable η during the aerating process under the forward speed of 4 km/h for initial parameters and optimized parameters of the five-bar aerating mechanism. Overall, there appeared to be a similar trend of variable η, which increased firstly, then decreased, and finally increased again. Under initial parameters’ condition, the value of η fluctuated in the range of 87.5° to 92.2°, while it fluctuated from 88.1° to 91.9° under optimized parameters’ condition. During the process of aerating soil, the aerating head EP swung from vertical direction between −2.5° to 2.2° with initial parameters and from −1.9° to 1.9° with optimized parameters. These results indicated that the optimized five-bar aerating mechanism could decrease swinging extreme value by 24% compared with the initial parameters.

Figure 4 depicted the dynamic swinging characteristic in an aerating process for optimized five-bar aerating mechanism. The simulation of perpendicularity performance for the aerated holes was run under 5 forward speeds of 3.5 km/h, 3.7 km/h, 4.0 km/h, 4.3 km/h, and 4.7 km/h, respectively. For all the forward speed treatments, the swinging value appeared to be a sinusoidal trend, which increased firstly, then decreased, and finally increased again. In addition, the maximal value and minimal value both increased with the increase of forward speed. Under the forward speed of 3.5 km/h treatment, the swinging value fluctuated in the range of −3.25° to 1.5°, while it fluctuated from −2.6° to 1.6°, from −1.8° to 1.9°, from −0.9° to 2.1°, from −0.7° to 3.5° under the forward speed of 3.7 km/h, 4.0 km/h, 4.3 km/h, and 4.7 km/h treatment, respectively. The results indicated that the swing extreme value did not exceed 3.5° when the aerator’s forward speed was in the range of 3.5 km/h to 4.7 km/h, and the closer the forward speed was to the optimal speed (4 km/h), the smaller the swing extreme value.

6 Field test

6.1 Experimental site

The aerating experiments using the aerator with a four-row optimized five-bar aerating mechanism were conducted in August 2016, as shown in Figure 5. The experimental plot was located in Heze City (35°50’N, 115°59’E), Shandong, China. Soils are defined as silt loam according to the USDA texture classification system with a bulk density of 1.35 g/cm³.

In field plots, similar soil condition (same test site) was selected to make a comparison between the initial parameters and optimized parameters of the aerator. The plots were leveled and...
weed without plowing, and the moisture content was approximately 10% and 15% by weight at depth of 0-10 cm and 10-20 cm, respectively.

6.2 Experimental design

The primary goal of the field test was to evaluate the field performance of the aerator with the optimized parameters under the actual tractor’s forward speeds. Before field test, the aerator was coupled to a tractor’s three-point suspension, and a location measurement instrument was installed on the aerator to monitor the coordinate information.

The aerating performance was studied under 5 forward speed treatments of 3 km/h, 3.5 km/h, 3.7 km/h, 4 km/h, and 4.7 km/h, respectively. Each test was repeated 5 times for statistical analysis, with 4 sampling points per group. Overall, for the optimized aerator, a sample of 100 holes was verified to determine the consistency of the depth and inclination angle.

6.3 Results

A summary of the descriptive statistics for aerating depth was included in Table 2. When the aerating depth was adjusted to 100 mm, the measured mean value was 99.5 mm and the coefficient of variability was 4.4%, which indicated that the measured value was concentrated, and close to the target value. According to the industrial standard (LY/T 1605-2002), the basic requirement of holes for aerator was (100±10) mm deep, while the maximum error value of the measured value was less than 7 mm, which met the agronomic requirements. Furthermore, the uneven surface of the field would undoubtedly cause the new aerator to have varying depths as the five-bar aerating mechanism operated following a prescribed trajectory. By observation, the ±7 mm depth could be attributed to the uneven surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target aerating depth/mm</th>
<th>Mean aerating depth/mm</th>
<th>Standard Deviation of aerating depth/mm</th>
<th>Coefficient of variability (%)</th>
<th>Maximum error value/mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: [2] n=100.

Table 3 compared aerating angle from the vertical under different parameter conditions and forward speed treatments. Under optimized parameters condition, mean aerating angle from the vertical decreased from 2.0° to 1.1°, and then increased to 2.3° at the forward speed of 3.5 km/h to 4.7 km/h. The maximum hole angle fluctuated from 1.6° to 3.3°. Furthermore, compared with the initial parameters condition, the mean aerating angle and maximum holes angle decreased by 5.2%-47.6% and 3.8%-54.3% respectively, which demonstrated the improvement for optimized five-bar aerating mechanism using simulated annealing method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward speed/km.h⁻¹</th>
<th>Initial parameters[26]</th>
<th>Optimized parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean aerating Angle(°)</td>
<td>Maximum holes Angle(°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Conclusions

(1) To improve the aerating performance for saline-alkali land, an aerator with a five-bar aerating mechanism was proposed, which aimed to realize vertically aerating.

(2) A kinematic model was established to describe aerating process, and related parameters were optimized using a simulated annealing method by Matlab software. Furthermore, computer simulation demonstrated the potential to enhance the perpendicularity property.

(3) The completed machine was tested in field and performed as expected, producing <7 mm depth tolerances and <3.3° angle tolerances. All the holes were aerated under the speed of 3.5-4.7 km/h, which verified that the proposed method was more feasible for mechanized farming.
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